
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
          INT. DEVELOPMENT HELL. NIGHT.                                    
                                                                           
          A Hollywood PRODUCER (old, white, male) calls a DIRECTOR         
          into his office, a young outsider, someone different,            
          someone who still has everything to prove (old, white,           
          male).                                                           
                                                                           
          PRODUCER waves a crumpled TREATMENT at DIRECTOR then tosses      
          it across the DESK. We see that the working title is:            
          ’PEOPLE ON A SHIP’                                               
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    Look, this thing’s been sitting on                     
                    my desk gathering dust for years                       
                    now, I’d like to get something                         
                    going here.                                            
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    OK let’s have a look see...                            
                                                                           
                    This just says ’boy meets girl; boy                    
                    loses girl; boy wins girl back’ and                    
                    there’s a cheque for $100,000,000                      
                    stapled to it.                                         
                                                                           
                    There’s not really much to go on                       
                    here, boss.                                            
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                         (already becoming impatient)                      
                    Let me see.                                            
                                                                           
          PRODUCER takes the TREATMENT and reads it over, muttering to     
          himself.                                                         
                                                                           
          He licks his thumb, peels off the top two head shots from a      
          short stack on his DESK and shows them to DIRECTOR without       
          even looking.                                                    
                                                                           
          We see that it is JENNIFER LAWRENCE and CHRIS PRATT (in that     
          order).                                                          
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    Can you see these two fucking?                         
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    *nods                                                  
                                                                           
          PRODUCER staples them onto the TREATMENT and tosses it back.     
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    OK, go shoot it.                                       
                                                                           
          DIRECTOR clicks his pen and begins to take notes                 
                                                                           
                                                           (CONTINUED)     
                                                                           



          CONTINUED:                                              2.       
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    OK, What about a B line? What’s                        
                    everyone else on the ship up to?                       
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    No.                                                    
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    Huh?                                                   
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    In fact, we may only be able to get                    
                    her for half the shoot.                                
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    But I don’t see how...                                 
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                         (irate)                                           
                    Wow, now I’m literally doing your                      
                    job for you... Make it a spaceship.                    
                    Everyone else is in sleep pods the                     
                    whole time... Was that so hard?                        
                                                                           
          DIRECTOR amends the title page in pen: PEOPLE ON A ^SPACE^       
          SHIP                                                             
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                         (nervously pitching)                              
                    OK, so it’s a spaceship... they’re                     
                    on their way to another planet...                      
                    It’s a long journey so they need to                    
                    be in sleep pods... all except this                    
                    one guy who wakes up                                   
                    accidentally... we do half the                         
                    movie with just him... then he                         
                    wakes up this girl... to have sex                      
                    with?                                                  
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    *nods                                                  
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    Isn’t that a little creepy?                            
                                                                           
          PRODUCER holds up CHRIS PRATT’S headshot                         
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    Does this look like the face of a                      
                    creep to you?                                          
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                           (CONTINUED)     
                                                                           



          CONTINUED:                                              3.       
                                                                           
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    You’re right. Now all we need is an                    
                    ending. Something fresh,                               
                    unexpected.                                            
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                         (sighs)                                           
                    I can see I’m gonna have to walk                       
                    you through this...                                    
                                                                           
                    The guy... let’s say ’Jim’... you                      
                    can come up with a better name                         
                    later, but for now... ’Jim’                            
                    sacrifices himself to save everyone                    
                    on the ship, then resurrects,                          
                    kisses the girl, boom, happy                           
                    ending. That always plays.                             
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    Resurrects? How?                                       
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    It’s a Sci-fi. Figure it out! You                      
                    have seen a Sci-fi before haven’t                      
                    you?                                                   
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    I’ve seen Gravity, and the first                       
                    half of Moon.                                          
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    Uh huh.                                                
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    Oh and Prometheus!                                     
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    There you go! So take the machine                      
                    from Prometheus. You have the broad                    
                    throw him in there. Beep beep beep,                    
                    Jim’s alive, kisses the girl...                        
                    well, not ’Jim’ but you can think                      
                    of a better name. Beep beep beep,                      
                    Jim’s alive, kisses the girl, boom,                    
                    Happy ending!                                          
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                         (sweating)                                        
                    Wait, so Jim... not ’Jim’... but,                      
                    Jim sacrifices himself to save                         
                    everyone... and the girl just                          
                    punches a three digit code into the                    
                    happy ending machine and he comes                      
                    back to life?                                          
                                                                           
                                                           (CONTINUED)     
                                                                           



          CONTINUED:                                              4.       
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    You got it. Go shoot it.                               
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    Is that all she does though? I feel                    
                    like she should have her own                           
                    challenge in the movie, y’know?                        
                                                                           
          They both sit for a long moment thinking. Then at exactly        
          the same time they both snap their fingers.                      
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER/DIRECTOR                            
                    SHE PUNCHES IN A SEVEN DIGIT CODE!                     
                                                                           
                              PRODUCER                                     
                    From memory!                                           
                                                                           
                              DIRECTOR                                     
                    OK, this is actually coming                            
                    together... Wait... WAIT!                              
                                                                           
                    Who tells her the code in the first                    
                    place? There would have to be three                    
                    characters alive at the end. That’s                    
                    not very romantic, unless one dies,                    
                    but that’s a downer. Oh no, I think                    
                    this is falling apart on us.                           
                                                                           
          The PRODUCER looks stumped for a moment, then reaches into       
          the bottom desk drawer, pulls out a headshot and slides it       
          across the DESK.                                                 
                                                                           
          We see that it is LAWRENCE FISHBURNE.                            
                                                                           
          Both laugh uproariously.                                         
                                                                           
          Make PASSENGERS.                                                 
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           
                                                                           


